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Steven M. MOOR E
ABSTRACT
We generalize some of the known r e .
suits about C*-algebras to the case of a
locally convex *-algebra. In particular, we
analyze the continuity oI positive functio-
nals, construct the primitive ideal space
and study 0 theory of representations.
RESUMEN
Generalizamos algunos de los resulta-
dos c o n o c id o s sobre las C*-algebros al ca-
so de una *-algebra localmente c o n v e x o , En
particular, analizamos la continuidad de los
funcionales pes itivos,con s t r u i rn o s el espacio
de los ideales primitivos y estudiamos una
t e o r io de representoe iones.
§ 1. Introduction. In quantum field theory in recent years a locally convex
*-algebra known as the field algebra or Borchers'algebra [lJ has played an in-
cre as ingly prominent role. The field al gebra as a topological vector space is
the direct sum of C and the Schwartz spaces S(JR4n), n=I,2, etc. It is the au-
thor's intention to show that manyof the results on C*-algebras [2J extendable to
the field algebra are also e xten da hle to the general case of certain topolugical
*-algebras which we will call locally convex *-algebras.
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1.1. DEFINITlON. Let Ci' be a complex *-algebra with ident ity 1. Suppose Ci'
is a complete locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space such that the *
operation is continuous and multiplication is at least separately continuous. Then
Ci' is called a locally convex' - alge bra.
When we say that multiplication is separately continuous we mean that x~xy
and x ~yx for fixed yare both continuous functions. This does not imply that
multiplication is join tly continuous, i.e , we do not assume that (x,y) ~ xy is con-
tinuous. A C*-algebra or even a Banach *-algebra is an example of a locally con-
vex *-algebra. The field al gebra is another, and for it the multiplication is not
jointly continuous.
§ 2. Positivity. We now generalize the posi tivity concepts of C*-algebras to
locally convex *-algcbras. First some definitions.
2.1. DEFINITION. x E Cf is sell-adjoint if x=x". The set of all selfadj oint
OJ
elements in Cf is denoted by Ci' . x is positive if x = L: x'x ,where the
s n=1 n n
sum is e ithcr finite or convergent in Cf. Cf+denotes ihe set of positive elements.
Wc write x >_ y if and only if x-y is an element of Ci'+.
2.2. PROPOSITION. a. Cfs is a complete real topological vector space and
Cf iiCf =Ci's s .
t.. Cf f is a pointed convex cone in Cfs .
c. a.j is generating lor as' i.e.tbe real subspace generated by Cf+ is as .
Siuce ltf is a convex cone. this means that Cfs = Ci'+- Cf+ .
Proof. a. The only part that merits comment is that the completencss of Cfs
Iol lows Irorn the continuity uf .*
00 00
b. Suppose xECf.I.,x= L: x·x. Then '\x=L: (..{Xxn/(JXxn) forn=1 n n n=1
,\ > a. Thus Ci'+ is a cone. Moreover 0 E Ci'+, so Ci'+ is pointed. To show that
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z2k = fA- xk
z2k_l = ~Yk
and k=l, 2, etc.
c. Let x E (i's' We have
x = t [(1 + x)' (1 + x) . (1 - x)' (1 - x) J
which is an element of (i'+-(i'+. Q. E. D.
2.3. DEFINITION. Let W be a continuous lineal functional on (i', i.e. an
element of (i". Define w' by
W'(x) = w(x·)
Notice that w is linear and that w"(x ) = w(x ,) ~ 0 if x ~ 0 in (i', sincea a a
wand' are continuous functions. Thus w'E(i" if wE(i". W is self-adjoint
if w = w'. The s et of all self-adjoint elements of (i" is denoted by (i'~. w is
positive if w t x} 2. 0 for all x E (i'+ . The set of all positive functionals in (i"
is denoted by (i' -l- • A functional w is a state if wE (i': and w (1) = 1. The set
of all states i sdenoted by E.
2.4. PROPOSITION. a.
(i" + i(i" = (i".s s
b. (i' ~ C (i'~ .
C. eel <c U '+ and x, yEa imply
((
s is a complete real topological vector space and
w (xy) = wry' x) (2.1)
together with the Cauchy-Schwartz ine qual ity
2
Iw(x'y)I S-w(x'x)w(y'y).
d. wE(i'~ and w(l) = 0 imply (0=0.
(2.2)
e. (i' ~ is a pointed convex cone with E as a convex .bas e,
Proof. a.Again this mer its no comment.
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b. Let w E (1~ . Then for x,y E a, define the sesquilinear form
(x, v ) = w (x· y ) (2.3)
h is nonnegative, hence (x,y) = (y,x) , which is the same as (2.1). Moreover it
satisfies the Cauchy-SclJwartz inequal ity, so I (x,y) 12 ~ (x,«) (y,y) , which
is (2.2).
c. Note that x=1 in (2.1) gives wry) w(y·)=w·(y), so WEa~ if
WEa'+·
d. For WEa~ we have
2 2I co ix) I = I W tx-I ) I ~ W (x· x) co t l ),
so co i l ) = 0 implies co ix) = 0 for all x.
c. Lei cUI,w2 E (j'+, 0< >C< 1. Thcn
()-U)I+(l->C)w2)(X·X)=>CwZ(X*X) + (l-~)(U2(x*x) > 0
~' .
so U + is convex. 'lince 0 E a +, it is pointed. Moreover, if w i 0 is an
e le mc n t of (1~, thcn by part d, co t l ) io, so thai w(lr1cu is an element of
E . Thus E is a base. It is convex becausc
>C+(l->C)
(or U)/.w2 E E, and 0 < >C< 1. f). E. n.
§ 3. Positivity ami continuity. In C* -a lge br as a posi live linear Iunctio >
na ] is automatically continuous. It is interesting to see what condi lions we
need 10 put on (1 in order to insure t hat every posi t ive lineal funct ional w
(i.e. co ix) ~ 0 for all x E (1 +) is automatically an clement of (1~ . We quote
the following theorem of Schaefer [3] :
3.1. THEOREM. Let [i; be an ordered real topological vector space with
positive cone C. Suppose one of the following holds,'
a. C has non-empty interior.
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b. {h is metriz able and complete with {h = c - c.
c. {h is homological and C is a sequentially complete strict ] - cone. Then
every positive linear functional on &, is automatically continuous.
Conditions a. and b. are the condi tion applicable to C* -algebras. In gene -
ral cond ition b. is not appl icable to loca Ily con vex * -algebr as s ince they ar e
generally not metrizable. Condition a. has an air of generality, but at least one
important locally convex *- algebra, the field algebra, does not fulfill condition
a. because at has empty interior in that case. Thus we should try to understand
cond ition c. more. It is easy to see that (] s is an order cd r cal vector space
with the order relation defined in 2.1. as has pos i t ive cone at' Schaef er's
theorem applies only to as with its positive cone at, but what we really
want are conditions that show that every pos it ive lineal functional on a is con-
tinuous. However, by a now standard trick, we can reduce the P s itivi ty- c on ti -




is a real linear Iunct ion a] on a . w, s
'": iscontinuous.w~O if,andonlyif, wl~O
theorem applies to a.
3.2 PROPOS1TION. at is a strict ]. cone in as'
is continuous if,and only if.
on as' Thus Schaef er ' s
Proof. We know that as = G't-a+ . Thus, if B is bounded in as' then
so at is a strict :J3 -cone. Q.E.O.
This proposition shows that we only have to check that at is sequent ially
complete and t hat as is bornological in order to apply Scllaef er 's condition c.
to a locally convex * -algebra.
§ 4. The primitive ideal space. We now want to introduce a st ructurc spacc
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- for 6' as the space of primitive ideals with the Jacobson topology [4] . We re-
call that a two-s ide d ideal P is primitive if it is the maximal two-sided ideal
contained in some maximal left ideal I. We denote the set of primitive ideals by
Prim (6' ). A closure relation defines a topology [5] . The closure relation for
Prim (6') is defined as follows: Let S C Prim (6') and define
Os = n { P f. Prim (6') : PES } . (4.1)
Then
Ci(S) = { P E Prim (6'): P J Ds } (4.2)
is a closure operation on Prim (Ci). Prim ((1) is a compact space and is con-
nccted when 6' has no non-trivial ide mpotcnt s.
We not e that C'-algebras have non-tr ivial idem pot eui s (rh e projections), so
t hc s trur-tur« space of a C'-algebra is not ('0 11I1l' C I cd. llow cvcr the field algebra
OJ c 417
$ v(1R ) has no non-t r ivia l idcmpo tems, so its structure space is e on ne ctr- d .
n=()
Neverlheless Prim (6') as a topological space in either of these cases is very eompli-
ca ted, Questions we would like 10 have rhe answers to arc: When is Prim ((1) To? 1'1 ?
T2? Ilow do we recover the essential structure of the algchra 6' from Prim ((1 )?
5. Repre s entation s, The most interesting part of IIIf' theory to us is the
study of the n-pre s enta t ion s of a loca lly convex '-algebra (mainly because we
ha ve lrcc n able to oht.ain results in Ih is part of the theory n. In t h is sect ion we
generalize th c wc l l-k now n GNS c on s rruc t ion of C'-algebras [6,7] to locally
c ou vex *-algehras. SilH'c the algchra is not norm r-d in general. it should not be
"urprisong ihat we have 10 consider unboun dcd opc rat ors on Hilbert space.
5.1 D -PIN ITION. Let J( be a separabl~ Hilberl space and TT a map from (1
into the el~sed and densely defined operators on J( s uc h that:
a. There is a dense set of vectors D(77) C J( such that the operalors 7T(X)
for x E (1 arc all defined and closed on D(TT) and 77 (x) 0(77) C 0(77).
h. If x ~x in 6'. then (<1>.77 (x ) IJ!) --> (<I>, TT (x) \fI )for all ll>, IJ! ED (TT)a . a
c. For all <1>, IJ! E D(77), (ll>, 7T(X) 'V) = (TT(X')<}>, 'V), i.e, TT(X') C 7T(~J*. Thus 1'....
self-adjoint x, TT(x) is a symmetric operator (Note that we do not require that
s e If-adjoin Iness be pre ser ved.]
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d. Except possibly for the' operation, 17 preser ve s t he algebra i c opcrat ions
of a.
Then 17 is called a representation of the locally convex '-algebra Ci'.
5.2 LEMMA. Let w c E. Define
Lt co ) = {xc a .'co ix " x } = 0 } . (5.1)
Then Ltco ) is a self-adjoint proper closed left ideal of (f. Thus a/Lew) is a
Hausdorff space.
Proof. Let xc Ltco ) , y ca. Then
2
Iw(yx)I o::.-w(yy')w(x'x)=o.
Thus yx cL(w). Obviously x' cL(w). Using(2.1) and taking x.v e Lt co),
we have




so L(w) is a left ideal. Since w"O, 1 ri L( co) , so L(u)) is proper.
Let (xa) be a Cauchy general ized sequence in Ltcc ). Since Ci' is com >
ple te , xa~x for some xEa. Since multiplication is separately continuous
x* xa - x* x. Thus 0 = w (x' x ) ~ w (x' x) ,so Ltcc ) is closed. Q.E.D.a .
5.3 DEFINITION. 17 is a cyclic representation if there exist s a unit vector
o in D (17) such that {17 (x) 0 .' X E Ci} is dense in (j'. In this case 0 is ca-
lled a cyclic ve c tor.
5.4 THEOREM. (GNS Construction) Let co c E, Then there exists a Hilbert
space J{cu and a cyclic representation 17w of (j' with cyclic vector Ow s ucb
that
(5.2)
This representation is unique liP to unitary equivalence in. the sense tb at, if
17 is another cyclic representation uiitb cyclic vector ° such that (5.2) holds,
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then there exists a unitary operator U such that U· 71(X) U <f> =
x dl, <f> E 0'(71 ).
w
Proof. We have just shown that (j / L (w) is a Hausdorff space. Let Xw de-
note the image of x under the canonical map a ~ a/Lew). We define the fo-
1I0wiug Sl'S(luilinear form on a/L(w):




Now II x II = w(x· x) = 0 if and only if x E L(w) , so the sesquilinear
(,)
form is uon-dl'generate and positive. Le I h].h2 E Llco ) and note that
s iu o» 1.(,,') is a left ide a}. Thus th c val ur- of (xw'Yw) depends only on the
co set S i1nd nol .hei I' represcnt at ive a, Hence a/Lew) is a pre-Hilbert space.
Lct J( I... irs completion, and t al r- 0 = 1 . Since 1 ri L(w), Ow -10, andw w w
clearly II (),,) II = I . We take 0(71(,,)= a /L(w) and define 71W by
(5.4)
To chec-k 11."1 it is a represenl at ion, noll' t hat if h E Lico ) , then
and Tlc,,('\) dO,h.; not depend on tilt' rcprl'sclIl at ivc of the coset Yw" that
7T is Iin,'i11' and sat isf.ics c. and (10 of 5.1 is casy to check by d i re ct pal cu-
(,)
lat ion. No" SIII'I'0se Ya ~ y in (i'. Then
(x ,'/ I ) ( Y ) zw) = (,) (x • Ya z ) ~ (" (x • y z ) (Xw ' 71w (Y) zw) .(I)- iI - a




Then U is linear on D(7Tc.) and
\17T(X) D '11
2
shows that U extends to a unitary operat or. Moreover,




gives the intertwining property. Q. E. n.
In what follows we will take the representation TTW as our prototype repre-
sentat ion, i.e., from now on, 77 is a cyclic representation of (j' with cyclic
vector D and D(7T) = {7T(X) D .. xEd} .
§ 6. Irreductibility. We take a weak form of a 'ichur-type criterion for the
irreducibility of matrix algebras as our definition of irreducibility. This defini-
tion is borrowed from quantum field theory [8J .
6.1 DEFINITION. The c ommut an t of 7T, denoted by 7T«(j';' , contains all
the bounded operators B on }{ for wh ich
('P , B.77 (x) <1> ) = (7T(x ') 'P, B <1> ) (6.1)
for all x E (j' , 'P, <1> E D(Tr) . 7T is irreducible if 7T(U;' = q; I .
7T(cr/ is a linear manifold and symmetric in :]3(}{), the C'-algehra of all
bounded operators on H. In genera I it is not an al gc bra, as we wi II see later ,
6.2 DEFINITION. Let W·E E . W is pure if it cannot he written as a non-
trivial convex combination of states, i.c. as W = AWl + (1. Nw 2 where
o < A < I , wI 01 w2 E E.
We will see that the connection between 6.1 and 6.2 is the same as tllal of
C· -algebra theory [9 J
6.3 LEMMA. Let b be a bilinear form on a dense domain DxD, DC H, such
that 0 < b(<1>, <1» < II<1> II: for <1>! 0 in D. Then there exists a positive
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operator B such that 0 < B < I and b(lJI, <1» = (IJI. B <1» for <1>, IJI EO D.
Proof. The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives
Since D is dense, b extends by continuity to a bounded bilinear form on J{xJ{
wh ich is symmetric. By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a uui-
que bounded operator B such that b ('II. <I> ) = (IJI. B <1». Since b is symmetrie,
B is self-adjOin!. 0 < B < 1 follows from 0 < (IJI. B IJI) < (IJI. IJI). (J.E-D.
6.4 THEORE M. Let W EO E. Then 7Tw is irreducible if. and only 0/, W is
pure.
Proof. Suppose W is not pure. Then there exists WI I w2• both in E r
such that W = I\w1 + O· l\)w2• 0 < 1\< 1. Define b by
For x ri L( w) •
so us i ng the lemma we have 0 < B < I. so that
for all x and y. But
\ \ * *r; wI (x * y z) = rcw 1 ( (y x) z).
written ill terms of B, gives
so B EO 7T W «(1' y' . Now suppose B = fJ- I. Then I\W 1 (x) = fJ- W (x) for all x .
Taking x= 1 gives 1\= fJ-' or W = wI' This is impossible since W{fw2'
Conversely. if TT
W
is not irreducible, then there exists B EO 7TW«(1'y' so
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that B i f-L I. Without loss of general ity, take 0 < B < I sincc TT «(j')' is aw




) is dense, this would imply B=O. From th is obscrvat ion we find
Oefine
U)I(x) = IIBt Ow 11-2 (TTw(X) Ow' BOw) ;
w2(X) = II O-B)tow II -2 (TTw(X) OW' (I-B) Ow).
Goth CUl'w2EE, and w=\'wl+(1-\')w2 wher e A=(Ow,BOw)·wl=w2
would imply that B = [L I , which is not so hy assumpt ion. Thus w is not purc.
O. E. u.
§ 7. S elf-adj oint r epre se ut at ions. Wc now concr-nt rate on thc problem of
when TT(X *) = 77 (x)* for each x, i,c , when x se If-adj oint impl iI'S 77(X) sci f-ad-
joint. This is equivalenl to asking when 77(X*)* =TT(X) for all x. 77(X*)*)77(X)
always hy propcr Iy c. of 5.1. Th is snggc,,;\,,; t hal we should delinc a new map
77* by
77* (x) <I> = TT(x* ) * <I> (7. J)
and ask when TT=TT* , and this is t he final form in which we shall pose the
problem. Of c ourec , uur first task is to s('e when TT* is a rcpresent at ion.
7.1 PROPOSITION. TT* defined by (7.1) for <I> in
D(TT*) = n'<l D(TT(X)*)
XEU
(7.2)
s atis fie s all the properties of 5.1 except possibly property c. Moreover TT
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cyclic implies n' eye lie.
Proof. We recall that n(x)' has domai n
D(n(x)') = {<1>: I (<1>, 77(X) '1') I ~ c- 'II 'I' II for some eonst ant C > 0
and all 'I' E D( n(x)) } . Suppose <1> E tn tr), 'I' E turi). We have
(n(x*) 'I' , n' (y) <1» = (n [x"] '1', n(y')' <1» = (n(y' )n(x') '1', <1» = (n«xy)') '1', <1»
= ('I', n« xy)*)' <1> ) =('1', n' (xy) <1> ).
Now
I (n(x'j '1', n'(y) <1» I < c 11'1' II
for all 'I' E 0(77) ,where C = II n* (xy) <1> II ,so n*(y) <1> E D(n(x*)*). This
is true for all x E a, so n*(y) <1> E tn ti»). Hence n*(y;"D(n*) C D(n*) for
all yEa.
Using I.he above nota t ion and results, we also have
('I' ,n* (xy) <1» = (n(x') 'I' ,n'(y) <1» = (tIl, trr t«) n'(y) <1»
for all 'I' ED (tt ) and <1> E 0(77*). Sinee D(n) is dense, n'(xy) <1> =77* (x)
nO(y) <D for all x, yEa, <D E 0(77*).
Ol)\'iou~ I y D (Jr*) I D(7T). Thus a eand i dat e f or a eyel ie vcct or is n, 1I1l'
cyclic vee tor of 77. But
I
{ 77 0 (x) [2: x df} = { n (x* ) 0 n:x E en) {n (x) n : x E 6 } r
so {TT*(X) n: x E Ci'} is d cn--c in ]{. Q. Eo n.
7.2 DEF/N ITION. "represcnl a t ion 77 of a is a sel f-adj oint representa -
tio» if rt = '77* . In pur tu-ul ar, this m ean s TT(X)' = tt t xr ) for each x E 6.
OLl\iolisly tt is s('ll~adjoinl if and only if D(n) = D(77'). WhaL is inlcres -
Ling is that 77' is al ways sci f-adjoint if it sal. isfics propcrty c of 5.1.
7.3 PROPOSITION. Let Tr be an extensi on of n (i.e. 0 (17») O(n) and
7T (x») 77(X) for all x ECi'). Then Tf is a restriction of 77'.
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Proof. Let xE a. We have 9r'(x*) J n(x'), so n(x')' J7r(x·)·. But 11 sa-
tisfies property c, so 7f(x')' J71(x). Thus
17(X')'J7f(X')' J11(x)J 17(x).
Th is is t rue for a II x , so 77 is a rest riction of 17. O. s.n
7.4 COROLLARY. If17' satisfies property c. of 5. I, then 17' 1S a self-
adjoint extension of the representation 17
Proof. (17')' J 17'. But (17')' is an e xt e n s ion of 17 so (17')' C 17' by
the proposition. Thus (17')' = 17' and 17' is self-adjoint. O. E. n.
The next basic question related to the self~adjoint problem is: What
conditions guarantee that 17 is self-adjoint? Our first condition is borrowed from
quantum field theory [1OJ. Later (see 8.4) we will give another.
7.5 DEFINITION. Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space }{ with domain
D(A) dense in }{ . Let <l> E D(A) be such that the series




has a finite radius of convergence. Then <l> is called an analytic vector for A.
Note that implicit in this definition is the hypothesis that An<l> E D(A) for
eaeh n, We now quote a th e ore rn dne to Nelson lu.
7.6 THEOREM. If A is a symmetric operator with dense domain D(A) and if
there is a dense subset S C D(A) of analytic vectors for A, then the closure of
A is self-adjoint.
7.7 LEMMA. Suppose 17 is a cyclic representation with cyclic vector D. Let
x E a. Then f2 is an analytic vector for 17(x) if and only if there exists
c(x) > 0 such that'
(7.4)
Proof. (7.4) implies that the series
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is major iz ed by
~ y(2;J! c(xt z n
n=o n!
with th e radius of convcrgcncc
-1
r = (2 ct x) ) F o.
COllverscly , if the scrics has finitc radius of convcrgcncc, thc scqucncc
must be houndcd for n ~ ,)l • Henc e thcre cxists c I x} > 0 such that
1177(xtD II n~ n!. c(x) . Q.E.D.
7.8 THEOREM. Let 7T be a cyclic representation of a with cyclic vector D
with the following properties:
a. D is an analytic vector for each 17 (x).
b. For each x, {17(y) D : xy = yx} is dense in J{.
Then 17 is a s elf-adjoint repr e s e ntation,
Proof. Lct x.y Ea. with x = x * and xy = yx. Wc IHl\·C
1117(x)n 17(y) n II 2 = (17(;2n) D , 17(y * y) D )
< II 17(>:211)D II • 1117(y *y) D II






II 17(xt 77(y) D II Zl;
n.
is 111 a jori zed by
,\1 17(y*y) D II t i' V (4n) , • c(x) ~ .s":
n=o n!
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which has the radius of convergence
-1
r=(4c(x) ';0.
Thus 7T(y) D is an analytic vector for 7T(X) . 7T(X) therefore has a dense set of
analytic vectors. 7T(X) is already closed, so it is self-adjoint. Q.E.D.
As we stated above, the condition for self-adjoinl.ness that we have given is
borrowed from quantum field theory. In the work of Borchers and Zimmerman men-
tion is made of the following example of Hamburger [12J : There is an operator
A which is symmetric but not self-adjoint which has a cyclic vector D that satis-
n i l r e ) r
[ies (An D r D) = 0 (n ) with E arbitrarily small. nus
co
2: (A n D , D) z Tl
n=o n!
does not have a finite ra d iu s of convergence. Let (i' be the --algebra generated
by an identity element 1 and another self-adjoint element x, 1 and x being e l e-
mentsof some locally convex - - algebra. Define the topology by taking the indu-
ced topology. Define 7T by 7T(xn) = An and exte,~d by linearity. Then 77 is not
a self-adjoint representation.
§ 8. Properties of the comm ut an t, The commutan t of a representation was de-
fined in § 6. Here we want to study some of its proper t.ie s, First of all, we note
that Hamburger's example gives us an example where 7T((i')' is not an algebra.
8.1 PROPOSITION. Suppose the operator A is the one of Hamburger's exam-
pie and le t 7T and (i' he as de fined in the final paragraph of § 7. Then 7T«(i')' is
not au alge bra.
Proof. Suppose 7T((i')' is an algebra. Let V be the partial isometry from
R(7T(x+i) onto R(77(x- 0) defined by
V (7T(X + i) ep ) = 7T(x-i) ep .
Note that Uep =0 for ep E R(7T(x +;».L.. (Here R(A) is the range of the operator
A.) We have that U· V = P + and U U" = P _ where P + and P_ are thr projec -
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tiononto R(7T(x+i)) and R(7T(x-i)) respectively. From the definition of V
we have that
(<I>. V7T(x) 'V ) = (<I>. V7T(x +i)'II)- i(<I>. V '1') = (q,. '}T(x- i) 'l' i- i (<I>, v'll)
where-as
(7T ( x} <1>. v'll) = (V * 7T (x) <I> , 'I' ) = (V * 7T (x - i) <I> • 'V ) - i (U *<I> , 'V )
= (7T (x + i) <P , 'I' ) - i (<I>, v'll) = (<I>. 7T (x- i) 'I'e) - i (<I> , U '1") .
Hence V is an element of 7T(a)'. Since 7T(a)' is symmetric, V* t 7T(a)'. But
7T(a)' is an algebra, so I-P+ an I-P_ are cORlailled in 7T(a),. Tllus
( <I> , (J. P+ ) 'V ) = (<I>. (J. P+ JlJI) + i (<I>. (J - P+ )77 (x + i) 'V )
= i (<I> r (J. P + ) 7T(x) 'P ) = i (7T( x) <P. (J - P+) 'I' )
= i ((I - P + ) 7T (x + i ) <I> • 'P) . (<I> r (J. P+) lJ1 )
=-(<I>,(l-P+) IV),
for all <P, 'V ED (77). Since D(7T) is dense' in J{, we have P + =1. A similar cal-
culation shows P _ =1. Hence 7T(x) has deficiency spaces
.1.. .1.
R(7T(X + i)) = R(7T(x- i)) = (0).
This means that 7T(x) is self-adjoint [13J . Q. E. O.
In the proof of the propositiou, we actually showed that 7T(ar au algebra
impl ios that 7T is self-adjoint. This has a mnch s trogr-r converse: If 7T is sc ll-
adjo int, then TT (a), is a W*-algcbra. The proof is almost tr ivial : Let P be the
spectral measure corresponding to A= 7T(X). A bounded operator B commutes with
7T(X) if a'nd ouly if B P (E) = P'[E} B for every Borel set E in the real line.
Hcnce 7T (a)~ { PiE} : E Borel}' which is a W*-algcbra. We now ask. if this is
the case in general. That is, if 7T is a self-adjoint representation, is 7T(a)' a
W*- algebra? The answer is positive, as we will see after a preliminary result
interesting in its own right.
B.2PROPOSITION. Suppose B t7T(a)'. Then BD(7T)CD(7T*) and
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B7T l x} <II = 7T*(X) B <II for all x d1. <II ED (7T).
Proof. For all x E (f, <II. 'P E D(7T) ,
(<II,B7T(X)'II) = (7T(X*)<II, B'P)
Since
for all <liED (7T), it follows that B 'II E D(7T(x 0)*) and
(<II, B 7T(x) 'P) = (<II. 7T(xO)* B 'P)
D(7T) dense implies B7T(x) 'II = 7T(xO)OB'P. Since B'II E D(7T(xO)*) for all x ,
we have B'PED(7T*). Thus BD(7T)CO(7TO) and B7T(X)<II=7T*(x)B<II for all
x Ea, <II E o (7T). Q. E. O.
8.3 THEO{~EM. Let 7T be s el j-adjoint, Then 7T((f)' is a W*-algebra. Moreo-
ver for each B E7T((f)' we have BD(77) C 0(17) and B17(X)<II = 77(X)B<II for all
x E (f, <II E D (17) .
Proof. D(17) = D(17*) and the lemma give that for BE 17 (a)" BD(77) CD(17)
and B17(X) <II = 17(x) B<II for all x E a,<II E D(17). We only need to show that
77((f)' is a ~'*-algebra. Since 17((f)' is symmetric and weakly closed, it is sufl'i-
cienttoshow BJ,B2E,T(a), implies BJB2E17((j')' [14J.l3ut .r BJ.B2E17((f)'
then
B J B217(X) <II = B277 (x) B J <[J = 17 (x ) 81 B2 <[J ,
for all x E a , <[J E D(77). (l.F.U.
Wc conclude this section with another condition for self-adjointness.
8.4 PROPOSITION. Let x E (fs and take B(x) to be the commutative subalge-
bra of (f generated by J and x • If 17(~(X))' is an algebra for each xE Cfs .tb en
77 is a self-adjoint representation.
Proof. Use the argument of 8.1. If ' 17(~ (x»' is an algebra, then 7T(x) is
self-adjoint. Thus n(x)' = 17(X) for all x E(fs ' so 17 = 17'. Q.F..O.
'§ 9. Covariant representations. The action of groups on Co.algebras has ne en
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studied for some time and began with work by Segal [I5J . The '-automorphisms
of a, denoted Aut,(a), is a group. We consider a Iixcd locally compact group
§ and a group morphism T: § ~ Aut, (a). T will be called the action of § on
a. The only continuity notion we will need is tile following: We say T is a con-
tinuous action if g ~ Tg(X) is continuous for all x Ea. In what follows we will
simplify notation by denoting Tg(X) by g (x).
9.1 DEFINITION. Let U be a strongly continuous representation of § into
the unitary group of :B(}{) such that U(D(TT»)C D(TT) and
U(g) 77(X) V '(g) <1> = TT(g (x) <1> (9.1)
for all <1> E D(TT). Tllen V is said to Ilave the covariant property with respect
to 77 and dIe pair (TT, V) is called a covariant representation of the pair (a, §).
9.2 PROPOSITION. Let 77 be irreducible. Then (TT, V) is unique up to a
multiplication by a one-dimensional representation 0/ ~.
Pro o], Consider two re pres em at ion s U 1 and V 2 wh ivh possess the cova -
r ian I property. Then for x Ea. gE§, <1> ED(TT), we have
it> -1 (-1) ( ,-I)it> -1 ,* -17l(x)'l' =TT(g g(X»<1> = U2 s 7T so» U2 ts 'l' =U2(g )V1 (g) 77 (x) VI (g)V2 ts )<1>.
Thnsforall <I>fD(7T).Xf3,gE~J
*
Thus [V2(g-1) V leg) J (77 ((f;' . ~in('(' TT is irre du c-Ih]c , tlli" me au s
where A.(g) I is a one-dimensional reprexentatiou of §. Q. F. O.
In the following, WI' again gencralize SOIl1C results from tile theory of C*- al-
gebras [9J.
9.3. DEFINITION. WEE is invariant -if W (g (x)) (<.! (x) for all x E a ,
g E§.
9.4 l-HEOREM. 1/ W is an invariant state and T is a continuous action,
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then there is a strongly continuous representation V/, of ~ in ~(H ) so that
. V-' . w»; r Vw) is a covariant representation. Moreover, the cyclic vector is stable:
V (g) 0 = 0 .w w w
Proof. To simplify the notation we drop the subscript w. We define V on
otn ) by
Ut g) tit») 0 =IT(g(X)) 0 .
Then
V(g) n(y) V'(g) tt tx) 0 = V (g) n(y g'l(x)) 0
= »i« (y g'l(x)) 0 = n(g (y)) ttt x) 0 r
so V has the covariant property. Moreover
V(g) 0 = V (g)n(I) 0 = n(g(I)) 0 = n(J) 0 = 0 .
To see that V is unitary, we calculate
II V(g) tt t x) 0 II 2 = (n(g(x)) 0 ,n (g (x)) OJ = (n(g (x)' g(x)) 0,0) =
=(n(g(x'x))D,O) =w(g(x'x) =w(x'x) = III n(x) ° 112
For the continuity, let ga ~ e. Then
Thus Vega) converges wcakly to I. But for unitary represcntations, weak con-
vergcnce implics strong convergence, so we have the strong continuity. Q.E.D.
F or an invariant state we thus have Vw (g) Ow = Ow' It may be t hal. Ow is
not the only vector with this property. Ow is unique (up to a multiplication by
a complex number of modulus 1) if dim Mw = 1 where
(9.2)
We now connect these ideas with the notion of an ergod ic state.
9.5 DEFINITION. Let w be invariant. If w cam mot be written as a non-tri-
vial convex combinat ion of invariant s tate s , then w is called an ergodic state.
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9.6. THEOREM, Let W be invariant. Consider the following statements:
a. W is ergodic.
b. {77w((1), Vw(~)}' c /
c. dim Mw=l.
T hen a < = > b < = c.
Proof. We again drop the subscript w. We first note that for 1> E D(77) n'M,
W<I>(X) = (77(x) 0 ,<I> ),
defines an invariant state if it is positive:
W<I>ts (x)) = (77(g(x)) 0, ,ll)= (V(g)77(X) V*(g) 0, <1» = (77(x) V*(g) 0, V*(g) <I> )
= (77(x) 0, <I> ) = w<I> ix) .
a => b. Suppose {77((1) , V (g) }' f q;/. Construct wl and 0)2 as in6.4.
Now B 0 and (I-B)D arc c1cments of M since
(77(X) 0, V('; AD) = (77 (x)\2, AU(g) D) = (77(X) 0, A 0),
where A is either B or l-B, Thus wl and '": arc also invariant states by our
IHf'('('cding remarks.
b. => a. Supposc W is a non-trivial convex combination of invariant stales
0) 1 and w
2
. C~nslrn('t B as in 6.4. Since BE 77 ((1)' , we only need to show that
BE uts)' . We c alculan-
(77(X) 0, B V(g) 77(y) D) = (77(x)D, B V (g) 77(y) V *(g) 0)
=(71(x)D, B77(g(y)) D) = AWl (x* g(y))= Awl (g(g'l(x*) y)
= Aw2(g'f(x*)* v) =(77 (g,l(x)) 0, B7T(y) D)
=(U(g,l)77(X) V*(g']) O. B 77(y) 0) =(U(g,l)77(x) D,B77( y) 0)
=(77(x) 0, V (g) B 77 (y) .\2) .
c. = > b. Let P be a proyect ion in {77((1) , U (§))'. As above, pO is an
el cment of M since
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(77(X) D,u(g) P D) (77(X) D, P U (g) D) (77(x) D, P D).
Hence pD = ~D, so
(77(X) D,P77(y)D) = (77(y*) 77(X) D,pD) = (77(y*) 77(X) D, P D)
= (77(X) D. , t, 77(y) D.) ,
for all x , y E (f. Hence P = ~ 1 . Q. E. D.
§ 10. Concluding remarks. In this paper we have only begun'the study of lo-
cally convex *-algebras. There are many questions still open, some of these
being indicated already in previous sections. As for covariant representations,we
would like to know more about them when the state is not invariant. A lot of work
has been done for the C··algebra case, but nothing has been done for the general
case, at least for the special case of the field algebra of quantum field theory.
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